
JPLG MEETING 13 OCTOBER 2022 AT 7.45 PM  
 
 
Present:   
 

APC:   
Joan Pickett 
Megan Ellershaw 
Richard Moon  
Martin Stalley 
 

CPC:    
Neil Boyce 
Fi Rowlands 
Jane Greene 
David Shaw  
 

Others:   

Dai Rowlands (Chair) 
John Hodder   
Andrew Nash (for item 2) 
 

 
1. Apologies for absence  
Steve Davies (CPC), Jenny Rice (APC) and Anne Perkins (APC),  
 
2. Climate Change 
2.1 Andrew Nash thanked both PCs for their funding contributions to the Climate Action Group which will 
report back next year on expenditure.  The Group had attended a Zoom talk on food strategy which may be 
of interest to the PCs and had also investigated with the PCC Conservation Officer regarding the 
installation of solar panels in Castor & Ailsworth, especially with regard to conservation areas.  An 
information sheet would be prepared to share with the PCs and residents. 
2.2 Andrew had been waiting to hear further regarding the draft policy statement mentioned at point 2.2 of 
the June meeting and it was understood that APC had obtained some information from the PCC Scrutiny 
Committee which may assist.  Andrew will attend the APC meeting on 17 October to hear the latest position 
and will resend previous comments to both Neil and Joan for further PC consideration. 
Action: Andrew and PCs as above. 
 
3. Declarations of interest  
None declared. 
 
4. Action Points from previous meeting 8 June 2022  
Where appropriate action points are covered in the relevant agenda items below.   
 
5. Speedwatch/Road Safety Working Party 
There was insufficient interest at the village Fete in July to form a group of volunteers to take Speedwatch 
forward.  The initiative would therefore be put on hold.  APC’s new speed monitoring sign in Helpston Road 
was working effectively and difficulties in use of the software were being investigated.  If any difficulty 
persists CPC may be able to assist based on their experience with a similar camera.   
 
6. Ongoing review of JCAP actions  
JCAP 1.3/4.3, Woodlands - CPC remained in discussion with the Care Home and Tennis Club regarding a 
potential land swap and the future use of the old tennis courts.  See also item 7 below. 
JCAP 1.4, Potential for a village housing trust - David Shaw had previously discussed the potential 
implications with the trustees of the existing almshouses.  However, given the substantial development 
involved with the creation of the Care Home and proposed eldercare flats at Woodlands it was felt that this 
acivity should be held in abeyance for the present and revisited in due course. 
JCAP 3.3, Speeding - As noted in item 5. 
JCAP 3.4, Support for the Village Shop - See item 8 below. 
JCAP 4.5, Litter Picks - There would not be a litter pick this month as previously envisaged.   
Action: John Hodder will update and circulate a draft for PC approval.   
 
7. Neighbourhood Plans  
7.1 On the face of it both of the NPs seemed to be on track and working effectively and residents had not 
raised concerns re-either NP at the village Fete held in July.  It therefore seemed sensible to await a major 
review of the two NPs pending the potential review of the Local Plan.  David Shaw and John Hodder had 
met informally with Phil Hylton of PCC (the current NP Adviser) on 21 July to clarify requirements for NP 
review and a note of the key points had been circulated to PC members.  Whilst both parish NPs stated 
that they would be reviewed every five years there was no requirement for a formal review to be done.   
7.2 Both PCs would need to formally consider each of their NP policies and consider whether they 
remained relevant; were working effectively and whether their housing targets were on track.  However, it 
was recognised that:  

 a sentence had been omitted from the heading ‘Housing Growth’ in section 7.4 of the Ailsworth NP; 



 it would be prudent to clarify the reference to “some development” at Woodlands in the Castor NP 
policy CRV1 following the current permissions for the new care home and the conversion of the existing 
sports building into eldercare flats. 

7.3 If these were the only changes envisaged the advice was that they would amount to a “minor (non-
material) modification” in the case of the Ailsworth NP and a “material modification” in the case of the 
Castor NP.  Neither change would require a formal consultation process or referendum.  However, each PC 
would need to confirm and minute at one of their formal public meetings that they had considered their NP 
policies and, if such be the case, that they were satisfied with the current wording and policies of their NP 
other than the relevant point above.  Castor PC would also need to consult all current owners of the 
Woodlands site regarding their proposed policy change/clarification. 
7.4 Phil Hylton had offered to comment on draft proposals for the wording of any modifications in due 
course.  Each PC should add an appropriate agenda item for a formal PC meeting to review and confirm 
their NP and consider any appropriate changes.  David Shaw had prepared an outline draft for each PC to 
consider for their review process and will forward them to the PC Chairs for consideration. 
Action: David Shaw, APC & CPC. 
 
8. Village Shop 
Concerns were raised about the delay in completing the rebuilding of the shop and its unsightly 
appearance.  It was considered an important village facility especially since the loss of the regular bus 
service.  APC have continued to liaise with PCC Building Control and have been awaiting action.  Jenny 
Rice had again chased the matter up on 12 October.  If the delay continued the PCs would consider 
involving the Ward Councillors to chase matters up with Building Control. 
Action:  PCs. 
 
9. Sibson parachute Planes 
During this years’ parachute club season it was evident that some flights had taken place over the villages 
despite the discussion recorded at the JPLG meeting held on 30 September last year.  It was, however, 
recognised that noise from some flights on legitimate flight paths in close proximity to the villages might 
also have been found annoying by some residents.  It was agreed that any difficulties reported to the PCs 
in the coming year should be documented with times and dates, plus photographs/videos where possible 
and any which strayed from the legitimate flight paths reported to the parachute club. 
Action:  PCs to advise residents raising concerns and pass on relevant information to the 
parachute club. 
 
10. Any other business? 
10.1 The PCs are due to review the Terms of Reference (ToR) for JPLG annually and they last did so in 
October 2021.  Can each PC therefore look at the ToR and consider at their next convenient formal 
meetings? 
Action: APC & CPC. 
10.2 It was understood that the Ailsworth Chapel is due to be sold.  APC are checking its position as a 
Community Asset and what would be entailed to keep this lone community building in Ailsworth. 
Action: APC. 
10.3 In light of increasing energy costs “Warm Hubs” were being considered in local communities and PCs 
should consider how these might be facilitated in the parishes.   
Action: PCs. 
10.4 Neil mentioned that the Mayor was arranging an afternoon tea gathering on 18 November for three 
residents from each local parish.  The Mayor of the joint authority would also be attending and it would 
provide an opportunity to air matters such as the loss of rural bus services.  PCs should let Neil have 
names of suitable nominees by the end of next week. 
Action: PCs. 
10.5 It was suggested that a future agenda item could cover activity each parish was taking forward on 
nature recovery, to share ideas etc.  Neil mentioned that the Landyke trust were reviewing how the nature 
recovery was being taken forward and considering setting up parish clusters to share good practice.  
Action: Next agenda. 
 
11. Date of next meeting: Thursday 26 January 2023 at 7.30 pm in the Cedar Centre. 


